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“Grindeks” Group – JSC “Grindeks” and ﬁve its subsidiary
companies – JSC “Tallin Pharmaceutical plant” in Estonia, JSC
“Kalceks” in Latvia, “Namu Apsaimniekošanas projekti” Ltd in Latvia,
“Grindeks Rus” Ltd in Russia and “HBM Pharma” Ltd in Slovakia
Core business – research, development, manufacturing and sales
of original products, generics and active pharmaceutical
ingredients
Turnover – 105.4 million euros
Net proﬁt – 9.5 million euros
Investments – 5.5 million euros
Gross proﬁt margin – 55%
Net proﬁt margin – 9%
Export volume – 95.7 million euros
Export countries – 71
Main markets – European Union, Russia and other CIS countries,
USA, Canada, Japan and Vietnam

FACTS AND
FIGURES
OF 2016
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SALES OF FINAL DOSAGE FORMS
Final dosage forms sales volume – 97.5 million euros
Sales volume in Russia, other CIS countries and Georgia – 58.2 million euros
Sales volume in the Baltic States and other countries – 39.3 million euros
TOP products – meldonium, tegafurum, zopiclone, risperidone, ipidacrine, oxytocin, pain relief
ointments and dietary supplementsApilak-Grindeks.

SALES OF ACTIVE PHARMACEUTICAL INGREDIENTS (API'S)
Sales volume of API's – 6.3 million euros
Oﬀered 17 API's
The most demanded API's of “Grindeks” – oxytocin, zopiclone, droperidol, detomidine, and
pimobendan.

QUALITY AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
“Good Manufacturing Practice” certiﬁcates for manufacturing of ﬁnal dosage forms and active
pharmaceutical ingredients
ISO 9001; ISO 14001; LVS OHSAS 18001 certiﬁcates
Russian ГОСТ ISO 9001-2011 certiﬁcate
LVS EN ISO 50001:2012 Energy management certiﬁcate

FACTS AND
FIGURES
OF 2016
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achievements, the greater our ability to invest
in further business growth. Just as before, our
main future plans are linked to comprehensive
development – both research, development
and introduction of new products and
acquiring new export markets by highlighting
our competitive strengths.
2016, the year of company's anniversary has
concluded with excellent business results – we
were able to use our advantages and regained
our positions in Russia and other CIS countries,
as well as dynamically developed emerging
markets. Compared with the previous year, in
2016 a signiﬁcant increase was achieved in the
main – turnover and proﬁt ﬁgures.
Much has been done in the area of corporate
social responsibility. We have selﬂessly
provided support and engaged in a variety of
educational, scientiﬁc and cultural projects.
Health is the most signiﬁcant value of a human
being, but the concern of it is the mission of
pharmaceutical and medical industries, as
well as scientists, so I would like to particularly
note the D.H.Grindel ceremony and awards
presentation to the most distinguished Latvian
scientists.
Our achievements in last year and also in
previous years conﬁrm that we are on the right
track and we can safely move on forward. On
behalf of the “Grindeks” Council I would like to
thank the Group's employees, partners,
customers and patients for joint
achievements!

Year 2016 for pharmaceutical company “Grindeks” was spent in the
atmosphere of anniversary, reaching 70 years of experience. Are 70 years a lot
for the company? In response to this rhetorical question it is safe to say that
these 70 years have been a signiﬁcant road for “Grindeks” in which traditions
were cultivated, signiﬁcant investments made and a lot has been
accomplished – not in vain, “Grindeks” is referred to as an example of success in
the Baltic pharmacy.
Our story consists of several elements:
• original products meldonium and tegafur other signiﬁcant products, which
are conciliated by patients and healthcare professionals in many countries
around the world;
• ambitious international cooperation network, which today covers more Best regards,
than 70 countries worldwide;
Chairman of the JSC “Grindeks” Council
• continuous investments in development.
Kirovs Lipmans
I would like to emphasize that it is the international co-operation and export
success, oﬀering appropriate products to partners', customers' and patients'
needs that drives “Grindeks” development. The more signiﬁcant are our
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ALLOCUTION OF
KIROVS LIPMANS,
CHAIRMAN OF THE
JSC “GRINDEKS”
COUNCIL

Also in 2017 we will continue to focus on new
markets, diversifying our activities and thereby
reducing business risks. It is planned that the
emerging markets of "Grindeks" gradually will
reach even higher sales results. We will
continue to expand the product range. In
addition to the new product registration
procedures of "Grindeks" in traditional markets
– Russia, other CIS countries and in certain
European countries, the company has started
a series of procedures in East Asia, Oceania and
the Persian Gulf countries where "Grindeks" is
registering the product range of existing
medication. At the various stages – from
chemical synthesis of active pharmaceutical
ingredient to clinical studies – there are
currently being developed a series of generic
drugs. In cooperation with Latvian and foreign
scientists, "Grindeks" will continue research
and development of the cardio protective
agent – GBB hydroxylase inhibitor with the
original structure.
"Grindeks" is now exporting its products to 71
countries worldwide and will certainly not stop
at this achievement – knowledge of our
employees, experience in international
markets and demanded products are the
competitiveness guarantors.
On behalf of the "Grindeks" Board I would like
to thank the shareholders for their support to
the company's team! I would like to thank our
business partners, customers, employees and
faithful "Grindeks" patients!

Results of the "Grindeks" Group in 2016 have shown a dynamic sales and
earnings growth. We reached turnover of 105.4 million euros, an increase of
22.7 million euros or 27% more than in 2015, and 9.5 million euro proﬁt if
compared to 2015, which has increased by 8.5 million euros or 9 times.
Rapid sales and earnings growth in 2016 contributed to the ﬁnal dosage form
sales volume increase, as well as management and improvement of business
processes. This achievement is based on the continuous and targeted longterm cooperation with patients, clients and partners.
This year was special to the company, as this was the anniversary year –
“Grindeks” celebrated its 70th birthday. We are pleased that the anniversary
year was both emotionally positive and successful in business. To highlight
some events of the year, I would like to note the achievements in Russia and
Ukraine. "Grindeks" restructuring operations in both countries by changing the
marketing and sales approach and organization was successful and correct. Of
course, our original product meldonium also should be mentioned, which
experienced incredible popularity and global recognition in the previous spring.
The negative case turned into positive meldonium campaign. We have been Chairman of the JSC "Grindeks" Board
proactively contended for medication meldonium to be taken oﬀ the banned Juris Bundulis
substances list for athletes. It has not yet succeeded, but we have agreed with
the World Anti-Doping Agency on further cooperation.
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ALLOCUTION OF
JURIS BUNDULIS,
CHAIRMAN OF THE
JSC “GRINDEKS”
BOARD

VISION

We aim to become
a significant
European company

VALUES

MISSION
We are concerned about
public health, employee
motivation and welfare of
our shareholders.
We are innovation based
and environmentally friendly
company
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EMPLOYEES

QUALITY

INNOVATIONS

STABILITY

We are the professionals
using our knowledge
and skills to achieve
the determined goals

We are responsible
for the production
of safe and effective
medications, ecologically
clean environment and
work place safety

We are steering development
of science and research,
as well as implementing
the latest technologies

We are reliable partners,
socially responsible
and honouring traditions

CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE

In its operation “Grindeks” adheres to high
standards of corporate governance and ensures
that the company is managed in accordance with
the “Principles of corporate governance and
recommendations on their implementation”
adopted by “Nasdaq Riga” on 1 June 2010.
“Grindeks” has submitted Corporate Governance
Report to “Nasdaq Riga” simultaneously with the
audited consolidated ﬁnancial statements for the
eighth year, which is available at both the
Company's and “Nasdaq Riga” websites.
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“Grindeks” is conducted by the General Meeting of
Shareholders, the Supervisory Council and the
Board.

GENERAL MEETING OF
SHAREHOLDERS
During the reporting period, "Grindeks"
shareholders' meeting was held once − on 7 June
2016, when the reports of the Board, the
Supervisory Council, the Audit Committee and the
statement of the Sworn auditor of joint stock
company “Grindeks” were taken noticed of the
company's annual report for the year 2015 was
approved. The shareholders elected “Deloitte Audit
Latvia” Ltd as auditor of the Annual Reports of
Joint Stock Company “Grindeks” for the year 2016
and determined the remuneration for the auditor,
and were elected the Supervisory Council of joint
stock company “Grindeks”.

CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE

SUPERVISORY COUNCIL
“Grindeks” Supervisory Council, gathering business professionals with signiﬁcant experience in international business
environment, is a supervisory body that represents the interests of shareholders and, within the set order of the company's
statutes, monitors the measures taken and planned by the Board with the interests of the company's future development.

Kirovs Lipmans
Chairman of the Council

Born in 1940. Kirovs Lipmans has been the Chairman of the Council of
“Grindeks” since 2003. Simultaneously K. Lipmans is also the Member of
Executive Committee of the Latvian Olympic Committee, the Chairman of the
Council of JSC “Kalceks” and JSC “Tallinn pharmaceutical plant”, also the
Chairman of the Board of JSC “Grindeks” Foundation „For the Support of
Science and Education”. Graduated from the Leningrad Institute of Railway
and Transport Engineering, also graduated from the Faculty of Economics of
the University of Latvia, obtaining degree as an Engineer-Economist.
K.Lipmans is also one of the major shareholders of JSC “Grindeks”.

Anna Lipmane
Deputy Chairman of the Council

Born in 1948. Anna Lipmane has been the Member of the Council of
“Grindeks” since 2008. A. Lipmane is certiﬁed doctor-neurologist and the
Member of the Latvian Medical Association, the Latvian Association of
Internists, the Latvian Society of Cardiology and the Latvian Association of
Neurologists. A. Lipmane is one of the major shareholders of JSC “Grindeks”
and member of the Council of JSC “Tallinn pharmaceutical plant”.
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CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE

Janis Naglis
Member of the Council

Born in 1958. Jānis Naglis has been a member of the Council of JSC
“Grindeks” since 2002. Simultaneously to the job responsibilities in JSC
“Grindeks” J. Naglis is also the Member of the Council of the Employers'
Confederation of Latvia, the President of the Latvian Auto Federation and
Board memberg of the Association of Hotels and Restaurants of Latvia and
Board member of the Latvian Sports Association, also member of other
enterprises and institutions. J. Naglis has graduated from Riga Polytechnic
institute with qualiﬁcation Engineer-Mechanic.

Arkadiy Vertkin

Member of the Council

Born in 1951. Professor Arkadiy Vertkin has been the Head of Therapy, Clinical
Pharmacology and Ambulance Department at the Moscow State University
of Medicine and Dentistry (MSUMD) since 1989, and the Scientiﬁc Secretary
of the Scientiﬁc Council of MSUMD since 2012. Simultaneously, A. Vertkin is
the President of Russian National Scientiﬁc Practical Society of Ambulance
Care and International Society for the Study of Age-related involution, also
he is the Member of the numerous Russian and international organizations.
Dr. med. A. Vertkin is an Honored Science Worker of Russian Federation, and
has received several awards.

*The term of Oﬃce of Supervisory Council members - 07.06.2019.
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GOVERNANCE

BOARD
Board of the Group of “Grindeks” – an executive institution, which conducts, represents and manages the company`s day-today operations, consists of the company`s most important business sphere leaders:

Juris Bundulis
Chairman of the Board

Born in 1953. Obtained the Doctoral degree of Biological Sciences if the
University of Latvia, also graduated from the Faculty of Chemistry of the
University of Latvia. Previously Juris Bundulis worked at “Grindeks” as the
Marketing and Sales Director and the Scientiﬁc Research and Development
Director. Before his appointment as Chairman of the Board of JSC “Grindeks”
J.Bundulis was the Deputy State Secretary of the Health Ministry of Latvia
and dealt with the health policy issues. Besides the position at “Grindeks”
J.Bundulis is also the Member of the Council of „Pharma and Chemistry
Competence Centre of Latvia” Ltd. and the Member of the Board of JSC
“Grindeks” Foundation “For the Support of Science and Education”.
* The Term of oﬃce - 08.01.2018.

Jānis Romanovskis
Member of the Board, Chief Finance and Administrative Oﬃcer

Born in 1960. Graduated from Riga Secondary School No.1, Faculty of
Economics of University of Latvia and Riga International School of Economics
and Business Administration. Janis Romanovskis had also previously worked
at „Grindeks” as the Chairman of the Board and Chief Finance and
Administrative Oﬃcer. During his career Romanovskis has been the
Chairman of the Board of pharmaceutical companies „Recipe plus” and
„Sentor Farm aptiekas”, as well as the Finance Director of the IT company
„Komerccentrs DATI Grupa” and the Head of the Financial Management Unit
of JSC „Dati”.
* The Term of oﬃce - 11.01.2019.
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GOVERNANCE

SHARES
“Grindeks” stock quotation was launched on 1 June 1998 in the Riga Stock Exchange. Since 2 January 2006 “Grindeks”
shares are listed in the Main list of “Nasdaq Riga”(up to 2008 - the Riga Stock Exchange).

ISIN
Ticker
Nominal value
Total number of securities
Number of listed securities
Liquidities providers
List/segment
Indexes

Lv0000100659
GRD1R
EUR 1.40
9 585 000
9 585 000
NONE
BALTIC MAIN LIST
B4000GI, B4000PI, B4500GI, B4500PI, OMXBBCAPGI,
OMXBBCAPPI, OMXBBGI, OMXBBPI, OMXBGI, OMXBPI, OMXRGI

“GRINDEKS” MAJOR SHAREHOLDERS (OVER 5%)*
Shareholder

Ownership interest, %

Kirovs Lipmans
AMBERSTONE GROUP, JSC
Anna Lipmane
”Swedbank JSC Clients Account” (nominal holder)
Other shareholders

33.29
22.66
16.65
9.51
17.89

* “Latvian Central Depositary” data as of 30 April 2017
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10 %
RESIDENTS

90 %

NON-RESIDENTS

CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE

DEVELOPMENT OF A SHARE PRICE
JSC “Grindeks” share price on “Nasdaq Riga” in 2016 ranged from 3.96 to 5.27 euros. In 2016, the average price of JSC
“Grindeks” shares on “Nasdaq Riga” was 4.6 euros. The total amount of “Nasdaq Riga” traded shares in 2016 was 634 894
shares, reaching 2.87 million euros turnover. At the end of 2016, market capitalization of “Grindeks” shares was 42.08
million euros.
In 2016, the Group's earnings per share (EPS factor) were 0.99 euros in comparison of 0.10 euros in 2015.

CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE
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DEVELOPMENT OF “GRINDEKS” SHARE PRICE IN 2016
IN COMPARISON WITH BALTIC MARKET INDEXES

CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE
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SHARE
TURNOVER
IN 2014 –
2016 (EUR)

2014

2015

2016

4.78

1.93

2.87

million EUR

million EUR

million EUR

DEVELOPMENT OF “GRINDEKS” SHARE PRICE IN 2014  2016 (EUR)
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DEVELOPMENT OF “GRINDEKS” SHARE PRICE IN
2014 – 2016 IN COMPARISON WITH BALTIC MARKET INDEXES
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TURNOVER AND PROFIT OF “GRINDEKS”

Turnover million, EUR

2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011

105.4
82.7
88.5
118.5
117.7
99

Profit million, EUR

2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011

9.5
1.0
-2.5
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GOVERNANCE

KEY FINANCIAL
FIGURES 2012  2016

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Turnover, EUR

117658780

118461106

88 487 515

82 662 311

105 366 545

Gross proﬁt, EUR

72 671095

71 088330

48 025 673

36 580 411

57 582 266

61.8

60

54.3

44.3

54.6

17 194848

16 291477

(1 901 196)

1 442 554

12 139 263

14.6

13.8

1.7

11.5

13 708 742

13 505259

1 036 734

9 513 294

Net proﬁt margin, %

11.7

11.4

-2.9

1.3

9.0

Return on equity (ROE),%

13.8

11.9

-2.2

1.0

8.3

Return on assets (ROA),%

10.1

9.3

-1.6

0.7

5.7

Liquidity

3.5

3.6

2.0

2.3

2.7

Gross proﬁt margin, %
Proﬁt before taxes, EUR
Proﬁt before taxes margin,%
Net proﬁt, EUR
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-2.1
(2 540 171)

CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE

STETEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE
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STETEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

CORPORATE
KORPORATĪVĀ
PĀRVALDĪBA
GOVERNANCE
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STATEMENY OF CEMPREHENSIVE INCOME

CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE
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STATEMENT OF CHANGE IN EQUITY
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STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT
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Competitive advantage of
"Grindeks" is the ability to
provide a full or vertically
integrated pharmaceutical
manufacturing cycle – the
company manufactures both
active pharmaceutical
ingredients and ﬁnal dosage
forms. The Group's
manufacturing facilities are
equipped with the latest
technology and comply with the
"Good Manufacturing Practice"
standards. Product range
includes 11 vertically integrated
products with high added value.
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MANUFACTURING OF FINAL DOSAGE FORMS
·
·
·
·

Final dosage forms – tablets, capsules, injections, ointments, gels, syrups
Manufacturing units in Latvia, Estonia and Slovakia
Manufacturing capacity – up to 1.5 billion tablets, 500 million capsules,
70 million ampoules, 20 million tubes and 1 million syrup packages per year.

MANUFACTURING OF ACTIVE
PHARMACEUTICAL INGREDIENTS
·
·
·
·

Manufacturing capacity – 200-250 tons per year
Reactors in a volume of 10-8000 litres
11 manufacturing facilities
25 substances in manufacturing

MANUFACTURING

Within the product range of “Grindeks” there are original products, generic products and
active pharmaceutical ingredients.
The main therapeutic groups are heart and cardiovascular medication, anti-cancer and
central nervous system aﬀecting medication, but the company is expanding its oﬀer in
other therapeutic groups – cold and pain medication, as well as gastrointestinal
medication.
The most demanded ﬁnal dosage forms are meldonium, tegafurum, zopiclone,
risperidone, ipidacrine, oxytocin, pain relief ointments and dietary supplement ApilakGrindeks.
“Grindeks” manufactures active pharmaceutical ingredients for the company's own needs
and for sale to other pharmaceutical companies. The company's advantage is to
manufacture complex products, resulted in multi-stage synthesis. In 2016, “Grindeks”
manufactured a total of 21 APIs, 18 of them are manufactured for clients needs.
The most demanded APIs of “Grindeks” in 2016 were oxytocin, zopiclone, droperidol,
detomidine and pimobendan.

PRODUCTS
AND
SERVICES
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“Grindeks” is oﬀering its services also to other
pharmaceutical companies. The best known
services of “Grindeks” are contract
manufacturing and contract development of
generic medication.
Contract development of generic medication is
conducted in two ways:
• fulﬁlling clients order on the product
development and oﬀering contract
manufacturing of the respective product,
• cooperating in the development, licensing
and sales of generic medication.
For quality control “Grindeks” oﬀers
pharmaceutical product analysis, analytical
method development and validation for
external service needs. The company provides
a control and release of pharmaceutical
product series in EU and CIS markets. Product
release in these markets is speciﬁc in
requirements of the “Good Manufacturing
Practice” standard, which includes product
analysis, control and audit of manufacturing
documentation.

PRODUCTS
AND
SERVICES
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In 2016, the Group's production was exported to 71
countries worldwide, a total of 95.7 million euro which is
by 21.7 million euro or 29% more than in 2015.
Sales volume of the ﬁnal dosage forms of “Grindeks” in
2016 was 97.5 million euro and has increased by 23.6
million euro or 32% in comparison to 2015. In 2016, the
sales amount in Russia, other CIS countries and Georgia
reached 58.2 million euro, which is by 16.9 million euro or
41% more than in 2015.
After assessment of potential currency risks, “Grindeks”
limited its operations in Central Asia countries in 2016,
thus, the export to these countries was reduced. In
comparison 2015, the biggest increase in sales volume has
been reached in Russia (2.1 times), Moldova (17%),
Ukraine (12%), Belarus (10%) and Georgia (10%).
Due to the business diversiﬁcation strategy and the
development of company's activities in the new markets,
in 2016 the sales volume in the Baltic States and other
countries reached 39.3 million euro which is by 6.8 million
euro or 21% more than in 2015. The sales volume
compared to 2015 in Denmark has increased by 58.2 times,
in Mongolia – 7.6 times, in Belgium – 6.9 times, in Tunisia –
4.3, in Croatia – 2.7 times, in Nigeria – 2.3 times, in the
Netherlands – 2.1 times while in Spain it has increased by 2
times. In 2016, the sales volume in Latvia reached 7.3
million euro and has increased by 1.3 million euro or 21%
in comparison to 2015. In 2016, compared to 2015,
remarkable increase in sales has been reached also in the
other Baltic States – in Lithuania by 21% and Estonia by
11%.
In 2016, sales of the active pharmaceutical ingredients
reached 6.3 million euro, which is by 0.9 million euro or
11.9% less than in 2015. In 2016 in comparison to 2015 2.2
times more active pharmaceutical ingredients were
produced for own needs in order to manufacture ﬁnal
dosage forms. During this reporting period, “Grindeks”
exported its active pharmaceutical ingredients to the EU
countries, U.S., Australia and Japan.
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MARKETS

“GRINDEKS” WORLDWIDE
Products of the company are exported to 71 countries and export comprises 91% of the total turnover

• Albania
• Armenia
• Argentina
• Australia
• Azerbaijan
• Belarus
• Belgium
• Bosnia and
• Herzegovina
• Brazil
• Bulgaria
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• Canada
• Chile
• Croatia
• Czech Republic
• Denmark
• Djibouti
• Egypt
• Estonia
• Finland
• France

• Georgia
• Germany
• Great Britain
• Hungary
• Iceland
• Iran
• India
• Indonesia
• Ireland
• Israel

• Italy
• Japan
• Jordan
• Kazakhstan
• Kyrgyzstan
• Kosovo
• Lithuania
• Madagascar
• Malaysia
• Mexico

• Moldova
• Mongolia
• Netherlands
• Niger
• Nigeria
• Norway
• Pakistan
• Peru
• Philippines
• Portugal

• Poland
• Russia
• Romania
• Singapore
• Slovakia
• South Africa
• South Korea
• Spain
• Sweden
• Switzerland

• Taiwan
• Tajikistan
• Thailand
• Tunisia
• Turkey
• Turkmenistan
• Ukraine
• United Arab Emirates
• USA
• Uzbekistan
• Vietnam

Professional and purposive
employees is one of the company's
four key values and strengths, so
"Grindeks" devotes even more
attention to the personnel policy,
to strengthen the team and make it
goal oriented. Currently there are
1281 employees in the Group.

PERSONNEL
POLICY
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PRINCIPLES OF PERSONNEL POLICY:

Well-considered
job content
for employees

Regular
quality
assessment

Professional
competence
development
and
career growth

Salary
according
to individual
job
performance

Competitive
motivation
system

Safe and
comfortable
work
environment

A positive,
respectful
and friendly
company
culture

PERSONNEL POLICY OBJECTIVES:
PERSONNEL
POLICY
Attracting
the best
industry
professionals

ANNUAL REPORT

The right
employee
in the
right place

2016

Job tasks
in accordance
with the
employee's
knowledge
and skills

Adequate
remuneration
and motivation
for a job
well done

Pleasant
work
environment

Work-life
balance
ensuring

In addition to implemented personnel policy,
“Grindeks” provides social guarantees to its employees,
diﬀerent beneﬁts, as well as employees' health and
accident insurance. In addition, the company ensures
the catering compensation in canteen of the company,
free of charge transportation for employees, paid
holidays, educational leave for those who are
continuing to work, while successfully acquire higher
education in specialities necessary for the company,
holiday on a special occasion day of each employee,
the company's sports centre is available for various
sports enthusiasts, mixed choir “Grindeks” and other
possibilities.
One of the company's personnel policy goals is to raise
recognition of it, promote interest of exact sciences
among youth, as well as career opportunities in the
future. In 2016 the company continued the traditional
“Grindeks” Profession Days for Pupils, where pupils get
acquainted with the professions related to chemistry
and pharmacy. The project had particularly high
responsiveness – applications were sent in by 177
young people. Based on motivation letters, 40 pupils
from diﬀerent regions of Latvia were selected for this
project.
“Grindeks” successfully implements cooperation with
educational institutions, teachers and students. In 2016
a total of 59 students from Latvia and abroad did their
traineeship in the company, while 423 young people
from 23 schools and universities attended tours of the
company's manufacturing units and laboratories.
The company's Personnel Policy has gained
recognition not only among employees, but also
among other residents of Latvia. In 2016, in the survey
“Top employer”, “Grindeks” was recognised as the third
most desired employer in manufacturing sector.
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PERSONNEL
POLICY

Communication policy of “Grindeks” is implemented in accordance with the
business strategy. Communication aims to promote a positive corporate image and
reputation, as well as to inform the company's target audience using integrated
communication approach, interaction of various communication channels and
methods, as well as feedback. Uniﬁed communication guidelines are binding in all
countries where the company is represented.
“Grindeks” performance is annually evaluated by several studies important for
society and the company often receives various awards. In 2016 “Grindeks” scored
5th place in Latvian business reputation top.

COMMUNICATION
POLICY
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MEDIA
RELATIONS
EXHIBITIONS
EVALUATION AND
FEEDBACK

CORPORATE
SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY

SOCIAL
NETWORKS

MARKETING
COMMUNICATIONS

PRESENTATIONS/
FILMS/
BROCHURES
INTERNAL
COMMUNICATIONS
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INVESTORS'
COMMUNICATIONS

2016

WEB

VISITS AND
EXCURSIONS

COMMUNICATIONS
PROJECTS

COMMUNICATION
POLICY

THE MOST
SIGNIFICANT
COMMUNICATION
PROJECTS IN 2016

"Grindeks" – one of the
general sponsors
of "Yearly Awards in Medicine”

The 7th “Grindeks”
Profession Days
for Pupils

Press conference
devoted to Mildronate®

Pharmacy Museum and
JSC “Grindeks” host event
"Having eaten. Healthy.
Joyful." within a framework
of Riga Festival

Children of “Grindeks” employees'
visiting the company

Latvian President
and "Grindeks"
congratulate
the participants
of 48th
International
Chemistry
Olympiad

COMMUNICATION
POLICY
“Grindeks" takes part
in the "Researchers' Night"
project and organizes excursions
to the Quality Control Laboratory

“Grindeks" became a bronze sponsor
of the 5th Baltic Heart Failure Meeting
and Arrhythmias Baltica conference

"Grindeks" awards
the best chemistry
teachers
“Grindeks" awards the most
outstanding Latvian scientists
and grants the
D. H. Grindel award

“Grindeks"
"Flower Ball"
in honour
of the company's
70th anniversary

Organization for the Prohibition
of Chemical Weapons visits "Grindeks"

THE MOST
SIGNIFICANT
COMMUNICATION
PROJECTS IN 2016

"Grindeks" digniﬁes employees
that have worked for the company
for 15 and 25 years, as well
as the best employees of 2016

COMMUNICATION
POLICY

